So he called for the birds. The first that came was a little wren. She pecked, and broke her bill, but could not make a hole. Then came the lark, and the robin, and the blue jay, and black bird, and many others that tried, but could do nothing. But as each came and did what it could Tallapus listened and gave it a name.

**SOMETIME IN THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY** the Reverend Horace S. Lyman transcribed what he called the story of “Tallapus and the Cedar Tree” for preservation by the Oregon Historical Society (OHS). Now contained within the Horace Lyman papers in the OHS archives, this story presents researchers and OHS staff with the opportunity to explore Indigenous pasts, presents, and futures. When Lyman recorded the tale, he believed it would help offset a dangerous curricular bias toward the places and people of the eastern United States. In Lyman’s view, these “Indians’ stories” were important because they “make a basis for studying our history.” So too did they “introduce our own scenery and geography. . . . At present our children are easternized, or almost Europeanized, by our school books.” Lyman, a second-generation Oregonian who had gone east to Oberlin for college before returning to his native state, likely felt that he himself had been in danger of becoming “easternized.” After his return to Oregon, he dedicated himself to preaching the sacred gospel of the Congregational Church as a practicing reverend and to preaching the secular gospel of Oregon history as a member of OHS. Just as the birds came pecking, hoping to free Tallapus, so did Lyman hope that stories like that of Tallapus and the Cedar tree would free the youth of Oregon from their dependence on eastern materials.
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And yet, neither Lyman nor his fellow OHS practitioners of history could do this alone. Indeed, the close connection between Lyman and his Native informants is characteristic of OHS’s early years. Lyman credited Silas B. Smith with sharing the Tallapus story in his published history of Oregon, but in his manuscript notes, he credited Louis Labonte. It is possible that Lyman heard versions of the story from both men. Both Smith and Labonte traced their heritage to Clatsop leader Coboway, who had played a pivotal role in guiding his people through European and American incursions into Oregon. That Lyman could have heard this story from both men indicates his close connection with a number of Native informants. These connections are significant because they undercut narratives of a simplistic division between non-Natives and Natives in the formative years of historical societies such as OHS.

At OHS, Native Americans and people of mixed racial heritage such as Silas B. Smith donated artifacts, conducted and granted interviews, and wrote and presented Oregon history. Through their participation in the formative years of OHS, Native Americans shaped the archival and material collections as well as interpretive documents that continue to serve as the primary organs of preserving and disseminating Oregon history.

Moreover, Indigenous participation in the formative years of OHS helped to put a local spin on the leading national interpretation of the history of the U.S. West in the turn-of-the-twentieth-century United States. Lyman voiced his concern about the easternization or even the Europeanization of White Oregon schoolchildren less than a decade after historian Frederick Jackson Turner had declared the frontier closed and, with it, the end of the process that made European immigrants into Americans. OHS historical practitioners did not question Turner’s prevailing interpretation of American and western history as the meeting of civilization and savagery and the ultimate triumph of the former over the latter. But, motivated by their shared commitment to Oregon history, they did localize it. By the late nineteenth century, Whites had seized control of Oregon through brutal military conquest and political finagling: the “savagery” that Turner identified as the pre-history phase of the frontier process no longer held sway. Yet nor did the “civilization” that Turner envisioned emerging from the frontier process. Nowhere in Oregon did the state approximate the industrial development that had been reached in the East. Thus, while the Turner thesis declared the frontier officially “closed,” and White Oregonians passed laws to excise Native people from politics and voting rights, historical practice at OHS highlighted Indigenous presence and persistence. Moving from the national scale of Turner’s The Significance of the Frontier in American History (1893) to the local scale of Oregon state history shows how, in attempting to force Oregon history into a Turnerian narrative, practitioners at OHS inadvertently revealed the limits of this historical interpretation. Because constructing Oregon’s past depended on Native participation, the very process of historical practice defied the interpretive lens through which Lyman and others understood Native knowledge, history, and culture.

In examining these early, close connections between Native and non-Native practitioners as well as non-Natives’ use of Native stories and objects to establish the significance of Oregon in opposition to the East and Europe, this article contributes to our understanding of OHS and settler-colonialism in Oregon. This article builds on existing scholarship on historical societies in the U.S. West that has established their three-pronged goal of excluding people of color, remaking Native lands into White settler space, and appearing as civilized as the states in the East from which they had migrated. While the latter goal was unique to societies in the West, turn-of-the-century historical societies across the nation erased people of color from active roles in historical events while relegating them to a past that preceded a White present and future. Looking specifically at New England, historian Jean O’Brien has summed up settler-colonial historical practice as a series of “replacement narratives,” in which Whites embrace Indigenous people as part of their past while physically and imaginatively replacing them on the landscape. Recent scholarship on history, race, and identity in Oregon has outlined a similar settler-colonial attempt at erasure, while also highlighting Indigenous persistence. By focusing on the first seven years of OHS, during
which time practitioners worked to get the society up and running and to prepare for the 1905 Lewis and Clark Exposition, this article contributes to our understanding of this persistence and sheds light on early cross-racial and cross-cultural conflict and collaboration within OHS.

Taking this view adds nuance to our current understanding of the work and impact of nineteenth-century historical societies. In the United States, historical societies first sprung up in centers of White American population along the East Coast. Designed to collect and record relics and mementos of the exclusively White colonial past, their practitioners created imbalanced collections of materials that continue to challenge scholars working to tell inclusive histories. This division only worsened over the course of the century. By the late nineteenth century, the professionalization of the history coupled with the rise of larger, urban museums, created a new divide that strictly distinguished between White “history” and Native “tradition.” Historian Steven Conn has described how, by the end of the century, history museums had shifted from displaying both American and Native American artifacts to displaying only American artifacts. Native American relics and history became relegated to natural history museums. By assigning “Indians” to natural history, Americans attempted to portray Native Americans as members of a vanishing or static culture more synonymous with the natural world than the human world.

This trajectory, however, was predominantly limited to large, urban institutions in the East, not smaller, regional operations such as OHS. Organizations such as OHS were part of a flurry of historical activity that accompanied westward settler-colonial expansion. The missions and collecting practices of these western historical societies reflected an urgent desire to create and preserve collections in situ and to claim ownership over stories of their places and communities. Because of these high stakes, non-Natives quickly jumped into the fray of historical collecting as they migrated westward. Thus, in many western states the historical society is often as old as the state or territory whose history it is designed to record. These western societies focused on the “golden age” of the “pioneer period” even as they worked to prove themselves the cultural equals of eastern states.

While founders and promoters of these societies celebrated White civilization and saw Native society as inferior, those at OHS (and likely at other smaller western historical societies) did not construct a strict divide between history, supposedly defined by historical change caused by Whites, and “Indian” traditions, supposedly defined by everything that existed outside that chronology. Lyman, for instance, prized place-based knowledge over an exclusive emphasis on historical change. As he put it, stories like that of Tallapux “make a basis for studying our history . . . . history should begin by local events, and nowhere is there better material than here for philosophic study of this science.” Lyman’s vision of history as a scientific discipline was one widely shared by White contemporaries in the United States and the western world. But his contemporaries likely would have balked at his contention that Native stories made for great historical material. In focusing on place as central to OHS historical practice, Lyman and other early practitioners of history at OHS bridged the ostensible divide between history and natural history. To know history, they had to know place, thus making natural history a natural ally. For OHS practitioners, Native Americans and people of mixed heritage such as Smith and Labonte were important sources of historical and geographic knowledge. Their participation in the process of establishing OHS complicates our understanding of the history of the institution’s founding.

From its inception, OHS’s founders conceived of their organization as one that would collect texts, oral histories, and objects that contained information related to Europeans, White Americans, and Indigenous people. The twenty-six Oregonians who gathered to form OHS charged the organization with the mission to “collect and preserve a library of historical material related to the history of the state,” including “the gathering and preservation of Indians’ traditions.” In his first report to OHS in December 1899, a year after its founding, Frederick G. Young, University of Oregon Professor of History and OHS secretary, underscored this expansive approach to collecting. In the report, Young lauded Oregon as a place of “Great diversity,” a young state that had been the home of numerous American Indians as well as different European groups who had attempted to colonize it. OHS must, he continued, “collect into its museum the remains of all these forms of life and civilization.” This commitment to expansive collecting distinguished OHS from most historical societies in the East. Throughout the nineteenth century, only a handful of historical societies, including the American Antiquarian Society, had purposefully pursued collecting beyond the sources of White Americans and former European (primarily British) colonists. In calling for diverse collecting practices, Young created a place for Native American materials that did not exist in historical societies in the East.

Diversity of collecting, however, did not signify equality of collecting. Young’s statement distinguished between “Indians,” who had “forms of life,” and Europeans and Americans, who had civilization. Notwithstanding its inclusive approach, OHS favored collecting sources related to Euro-American “pioneers.” Indeed, the society owed much of its beginnings to people who had been and were active in the Oregon Pioneer Association (OPA), as many OPA members also became members of OHS. George Himes, who
was probably the most notable of these OPA/OHS historical practitioners, had been the secretary of OPA since its founding in 1873 and became the assistant secretary of OHS when it was founded in 1898. Himes used his existing OPA network to pursue historical work required of him in his position with the new OHS.19

Himes also cultivated his personal identity as a pioneer to facilitate his mission to collect members, stories, and objects for OHS.20 In the more than forty years Himes served as assistant secretary he personally interviewed over 7,000 Oregonians, traversing the state by wagon and train to visit residents in their homes.21 Entries in his daily diary suggest that the people with whom Himes met and from whom he collected may have been less interested in adding their piece of family history to the broader public collection than they were in sitting on the porch and passing the time reminiscing with a fellow “pioneer.” Living in rural outposts of the Oregon country and drawing closer to old age, men and women begged Himes to stay for lunch, dinner, or overnight.22 Himes visited, but he also collected artifacts and memories — and encouraged his contacts to join OHS.

Many of the non-Native Oregonians who joined OHS contributed personal historical narratives for publication in the The Quarterly of the Oregon Historical Society (now known as the Oregon Historical Quarterly; this journal was and is the primary publication of OHS). These personal narratives attempted to replicate Turner’s imaginary divide between Oregon’s complicated racial past and its White present and future. Writing of “Life in Early Oregon” in the Quarterly’s second issue, published in June 1900, Velina Pauline Molson acknowledged that many male residents had married Indigenous wives: “Sometimes the housewife was of another nationality, and claimed a prior right to this beautiful valley.”23 A similar statement is found in the “Reminiscences of F.X. Matthieu” published in the first edition of the Quarterly. The reminiscence begins by identifying Matthieu as a French Canadian of “pure French descent.” Matthieu then recalled how when he arrived in Oregon and met “the settlers of the prairie” he found that “most of them had native wives, or at least of mixed blood.” Despite this explicit reference to cross-racial families, the reminiscence demurs from identifying Matthieu as the member of a non-Native and Native relationship. But, on April 15, 1846, four years after his arrival in Oregon, Matthieu had married Rose Osant, the daughter of French Prairie resident and Hudson’s Bay Company trader Louis Osant and an unidentified Native American woman. This lack of identification of Rose’s mother, combined with the earlier statement that most male French Prairie residents had married women of Indigenous descent, passively identifies Rose as Indigenous. The absence of an explicit identification of Rose’s mother in Matthieu’s reminiscence (edited by none other than Horace Lyman)
obscures both Osant’s identity and Matthieu’s cross-racial family. So too does the edited reminiscence obscure the Indigenous source of Matthieu’s wealth. Following his marriage, Matthieu received a donation land claim in the amount of 640 acres, 320 of which was claimed in his wife’s name.24 In omitting Matthieu’s familial and economic history, his reminiscence in the society’s quarterly purposefully obscures the commingling of Indigenous and White history.

It proved more difficult to obscure the connections between Native and non-Native history in OHS display rooms. While there are no known photographs of the display rooms before 1913, when OHS moved to 207 Second Street in downtown Portland, images of its physical spaces from after this move show that the display room blurred the distinction between Native and non-Native materials. OHS practitioners designed the display to provide a representative sample of Oregon history, a way to see in aggregate what had shaped the entire state. Financially strapped, the leaders of the society debated for years about whether to relocate out of Portland. But the society persisted in remaining downtown.25 This decision made it impossible to physically separate Native and non-Native materials.

The small size of the display room also likely served as a physical reminder of OHS’s disadvantages compared to those of more established historical societies in the East. OHS practitioners were certainly aware of how their fledgling organization measured up against established eastern historical societies. For his part, Himes put a positive spin on OHS’s position within the national community of historical societies. He celebrated the times when visitors from out of state came to see and admire the display rooms of OHS, and he wrote and met with historical practitioners in California as well as from places in the East, including with members of the Massachusetts Historical Society (MHS), one of the oldest and most prestigious societies in the United States. Charles Francis Adams, Jr., a Harvard historian who became president of the MHS in 1896 (and the American Historical Association in 1901), even met with Himes briefly at the Portland Hotel on November 20, 1899. Himes did not record details of the meeting, writing only that the interview was “very interesting, and I think later on will prove helpful to the Society.”26 In 1900, John Fiske, historian and member of the MHS, wrote to Himes describing his philosophy of historical collecting, impressing on him the belief that even an object that might be “often despised” could in fact “furnish information of the most valuable sort.”27 Fiske’s comments expressed the idea that seemingly ordinary and inconsequential items might prove significant to historical research in the future. In western places such as Oregon, pioneers still lived and breathed, and data could be collected more readily from them. This proximity of the past was an advantage, a chance to practice more modern forms of collection and preservation with a greater diversity of sources, what one historian has described as a more democratic approach to collecting.28 Given this perspective, OHS and other western historical societies had opportunities to create stronger, richer archives than those of the East, to surpass rather than simply emulate the societies that had come before. But this newness was a double-edged sword, allowing non-Native Oregonians to practice the most modern form of collecting but also underscoring how little non-Natives in the West had accomplished in comparison to their counterparts in the East.

While Himes seemed to welcome these visits and advice, other non-Native Oregonians chafed against what they perceived as eastern historical snobbery. In 1901, OHS member John Minto applauded Young for his recent
paper on the Oregon Trail which, Minto declared, should “have extensive circulation East of the Rockies.” Circulating the paper, Minto continued, would educate easterners on overlanders’ interaction with Native Americans as well as their varied motives for migrating West, a process of which easterners seemed to have too many misconceptions. Minto, however, also doubted that easterners would accept Young’s interpretation, telling him “I am inclined to think you will have to meet the charge of ‘too much red in the bush’ from eastern critics who were born too far away from the time and scene [sic] of glorious action.” Minto expressed a widely held belief that the historical and life experiences of self-identified westerners like himself and those of residents of the East represented an unbreachable divide. Such a divide meant that for many members of OHS, any interaction with easterners was perceived as interference.

Lyman’s campaign to create a local Oregon history is Exhibit one of OHS members’ negative perceptions of easterners’ outside influence. Born on a farm near Dallas, Polk County, Oregon, in December 1855, Lyman was a second-generation non-Native like the schoolchildren who he believed needed to learn Oregon history. In the 1880s, after returning home from finishing his education in the East, Lyman dedicated himself to collecting and writing the history of Oregon. His second-generation Oregonian perspective seems to have enhanced his sense that the schoolchildren of his native state needed more local materials that made sense to their lived experiences.

Lyman’s historical work also exemplifies how non-Native Oregonians’ efforts to combat the privileging of eastern historical perspectives depended on Indigenous people. While Lyman collected a variety of materials as part of his historical practice, he focused much attention on what he called “Indian Traditions.” Lyman, of course, would not have described what he was doing as dependence on Native Americans. Blinded by the strict racial hierarchy of his era, Lyman described Indians as childlike and barbaric. Notwithstanding this prejudice, Lyman (who was educated at progressive Oberlin College) also described Indigenous people as having played “a vitally important part in the making of our nation.” This historical significance was especially true in Oregon where, Lyman declared, Indigenous people had played a “more noticeable” role than they had in other states. Moreover, Lyman tempered the Euro-American belief in a strict distinction between White “history” and Indian “tradition.” In his introduction to the Cedar Tree story, he described his “Indian Tales” as a collection of “myths” that “were verging toward true history.”

It is possible that Lyman’s assessment of these stories was determined as much by who told the tales as it was by their content. In his History of Oregon: The Growth of an American State, Lyman informed would-be readers that the story of Tallapus had been related to him by “an educated gentleman.” That gentleman was none other than Silas B. Smith, the son of a Clatsop woman, Celiast (or Helen) Smith, and the grandson of Clatsop leader Coboway. While Lyman applauded Smith for his accomplishments, he expressed admiration of Coboway (which he spelled Kobaiway) for being “favorably mentioned” by Meriwether Lewis and William Clark. But, he shied away from detailing non-Native violence against the Clatsop. As historians of Oregon, including Gray Whaley, have shown, the Clatsops had faced the violence of John McLoughlin and the Hudson’s Bay Company in the spring of 1829, when a punitive expedition sent by McLoughlin burned their village. Lyman committed his own act of violence against the Clatsop when he highlighted their cultural assimilation as opposed to their cultural persistence. During the fur trade era, many Clatsop people became economically and socially entangled with French-Canadian fur traders. Multiethnic and multiracial families became a hallmark of Oregon society during these years. As in other regions across North America, the economy of the fur trade depended on the participation of Indigenous people and created a social world comprising both Indigenous people and Europeans. Through cohabitation and more formal marriage unions, Native and non-Native Oregonians created cross-cultural families. For Lyman, métis people such as Smith, who had “merged into our own people,” deserved to “be given a place in our literature.” Lyman’s choice of phrasing here is telling, as it identifies Indigenous assimilation as a prerequisite for claiming their
tales as part of Oregon materials. But there were limits to this assimilation as there were limits to Lyman’s understanding of the “Indian Tales” he collected and promoted. Lyman likely would have been shocked to learn of the sexual undertones of the tale of Tallapus. It is even possible that Smith as well as Labonte, who also told Lyman the story, enjoyed Lyman’s enthusiastic conviction that the story would make excellent reading material for young children. The possibility that Smith and Labonte purposefully withheld this information from Lyman reveals the limits of White appropriation of Indigenous materials as well as the powerful roles men such as Labonte and Smith played during the formative years of OHS.

While Labonte and Smith exhibited agency and power when they chose to share the Tallapus story with White Oregonians, at other times OHS collecting practices revealed Whites’ increasing social and political dominance in Oregon. After every collecting visit Himes made with fellow Oregon pioneers, he recorded the outcome in terms of the quantity and the quality of objects acquired. Many of these recordings reveal that Himes often gathered both “Indians curios” as well as pioneer items from the same collector. On October 11, 1899, for example, he collected a “bayonet, stirrup, 2 Indian relics” from Mrs. Harris. In some cases Himes was able to gather information about how these White Oregonians obtained those objects. On November 9, 1900, he wrote, “Mrs. M. [Munson] gave some Indian beads, exhumed from the grave of an Indian squaw buried 50 years ago.” Time and again, Himes’s collecting notes tell a story of White theft of Indigenous objects. The beads Munson donated were among a countless number of sacred objects that Whites stole from Indigenous gravesites. As historians Whaley and Ann Fabian have argued, ideas of scientific racism, the belief in innate differences between humans, and a conviction in Native inferiority all helped to inspire fascination with Native sacred objects and people and to prompt a quest to collect and study their skulls.

These thefts did not concern Himes, who wrote jubilantly in his diary whenever he was able to secure donations of “Indian relics.” Even without a full-time archaeologist on staff, OHS managed to collect a wide array of Native American artifacts. “Young Mr. Carson,” whom Himes noted on Christmas Day 1899 had recently relocated from Kansas, “has loaned a number of stone implements to the Society which he has found near St. Johns.” Himes considered himself even luckier the following year when he visited W.H. Garett and “secured a fine lot of arrow points, a few spear points, beads, bracelets, etc, besides mortars and pestles, sinkers, war clubs.” Garett’s donation was, Himes declared, “more than all I have gathered before.” Euro-Americans such as Himes, who were convinced of the value of Native relics as well as of their supposed inferiority, viewed Native graves as their own personal sources of high-value goods rather than what they were: the sacred tombs of humans, memorials created by their relatives and communities.

The frequency with which Himes collected “Indian” and “pioneer” relics from the same donor shows that ordinary Oregonians actively participated in stealing and collecting Native artifacts. The White pioneers from whom Himes collected appear to have been just as likely to have “Indian” relics to donate as they were to have pioneer relics associated with their personal and family histories. Evidence for the provenance of these items comes from Himes’s notes as well as published OHS annual reports listing recent accessions. In keeping with OHS’s joint goal of creating a “historical” and an “ethnological” museum, OHS listed two categories for these objects.
loans occasionally caused some confusion. In at least one case Himes claimed ownership of the items and temporarily lent them to OHS. These Indigenous materials such as that of a “bead exhibit” personally curated near St. Johns. These loans allowed OHS to create temporary exhibits of case for Carson, mentioned above, who had taken Indigenous objects from ily loan Indigenous artifacts but not to donate them to OHS. This was the to her son, telling him that she was “getting them together for a purpose.”48 However, Evans had written to a surprised Himes to ask him to return the items the objects eventually made their way to OHS display rooms. By May 1902, of “Indian relics.” Although documentation of what happened next is sparse, to have the donor ask for them back. In June 1900, Himes visited with the daughter and son-in-law of Sara Evans to see and learn about her collection of “Indian relics.” In the summer of 1900, he spent three and a half hours with Mrs. J.H. Kinzie, admiring her “fine collection of Indian curios.” Kinzie, he wrote, had many rare things, but whether she would part with them for OHS “remains to be seen.” Himes expressed a similar hope the following month that David Rafferty would “donate a portion” of his vast collection to OHS. In other instances, non-Native Oregonians agreed to temporarily loan Indigenous artifacts but not to donate them to OHS. This was the case for Carson, mentioned above, who had taken Indigenous objects from near St. Johns. These loans allowed OHS to create temporary exhibits of Indigenous materials such as that of a “bead exhibit” personally curated by a non-Native woman (who Himes only identified as a “Mrs. J.D.V.J.”) who claimed ownership of the items and temporarily lent them to OHS. These loans occasionally caused some confusion. In at least one case Himes obtained what he thought was a permanent donation of Indian relics only to have the donor ask for them back. In June 1900, Himes visited with the daughter and son-in-law of Sara Evans to see and learn about her collection of “Indian relics.” Although documentation of what happened next is sparse, the objects eventually made their way to OHS display rooms. By May 1902, however, Evans had written to a surprised Himes to ask him to return the items to her son, telling him that she was “getting them together for a purpose.”49 Other non-Native Oregonians refused even to loan their “Indian relics” because they wanted to display the items themselves. A Mr. Gillihams, for instance, told Himes that he would not loan the Indian artifacts he had dug up, as “he intends fixing up a place to put them in so his friends can see them.”45 Although it is not known whether Gillihams created his in-house museum, if he had done so, it likely would have been popular. At the turn of the century, amateurs across the nation continued to participate in fields such as natural history as well as in history. In the U.S. West, the role of the self-trained amateur collector was even more important. For instance, in Colorado, according to Victoria Cain, the collection of self-trained naturalist and miner Edwin Carter became the talk of local Coloradans as well as eastern tourists, who made a point to visit his museum cabin on pleasure trips through the western countryside. Carter’s collection also became the object of aggressive collecting efforts by the state’s natural history museum.50 Carter’s story suggests how state historical organizations across the West competed with private citizens for control of Native American artifacts. The fetishization of Indigenous culture as the prehistory of their new state meant that non-Native Oregonians were often more reluctant to part with what they called “Indian relics” than they were with items from their own pioneer and familial histories. Frustrated with the reluctance of private citizens who desired to retain “Indian relics” for their own purposes and concerned that outsiders would seize the objects before OHS could, Himes looked to move this collecting in-house. He hired W.A. Raymond to conduct archaeological digs that would help OHS fulfill its ethnological mission. Himes wanted to make Raymond a full-time employee, but a lack of funds prohibited him from doing so. In the fall of 1899 Himes lamented the lack of a permanent position for Raymond, declaring that not only would this direction be “very fruitful” but also that it was “distinctly within the range of our work as a historical society.”51 He then lamented that “if we do not hasten ourselves others will come in and rob the state of that which our own negligence has itself deprived us of.” Himes’s concern that anthropologists, ethnologists, and relic hunters from other parts of the country, and possibly the world, would seize “Indian relics” and remove them from Oregon was not unfounded. A few weeks later, he went on a collecting visit to a non-Native Oregonian on Sauvie’s Island who had found a number of Indian relics; but the man “was loth [sic] to part with them, the most interesting ones having been stolen.”52 Thefts such as this one, layered on the initial theft by the man who had “found” the relics on Sauvie’s Island, made White Oregonians feel like vulnerable victims. Non-natives stole objects from Indigenous peoples whose diminishing political and demographic power hindered their ability to protect their artifacts and sacred sites. But like Himes, who lamented OHS’s lack of funding, they also doubted their ability to obtain as well as maintain their possession. This feeling of vulnerability was amplified by what the relics represented to non-Native Oregonians. As Susan Sleeper-Smith and other historians have shown, in possessing the relics that were not rightly theirs, non-Natives laid claim to a deeper Native Oregon history and thereby to the very land of Oregon.53
While theft was an important component of OHS’s historical practice, the society still depended on close connections to Indigenous people. During the society’s formative years, men such as Labonte and Smith as well as women such as Jennie Michel contributed their knowledge and labor to OHS historical practice. Labonte, Smith, and Michel played essential roles in crafting the materials and narratives collected and disseminated by OHS. Of all the Native Americans who participated in OHS historical practice, Smith seems to have had the most impact. He was a founding member of OHS as well as a key player in OHS preparations for the 1905 Lewis and Clark Exposition. His father, Solomon, played a prominent role in early non-Native Oregon politics, participating in the 1843 Champoeg conference that founded Oregon’s provisional government and later serving as representative of the north coast in the state legislature. Silas was born in 1839 and spent his childhood in Oregon, first near what is now Seaside and then on a farm on the banks of the Skipanon River. When Silas was older, he relocated to New Hampshire, where he studied law and met and married Mary Hannah Swain, a Euro-American woman. Eventually the Smith family returned to the family farm in Oregon. Silas began practicing law in Oregon after passing the bar in 1876. In that capacity, he brought multiple Indigenous land claims to court, including the successful 1897 case for the Nehalem-Tillamook, which was the first such tribal group victory in the Pacific Northwest. At the time of his death from tuberculosis in 1902, Smith was also working on a land-claims case for the Lower Band of Chinooks. After his death, that work resulted in Congressional payments for earlier land cessions to the Nehalem-Tillamook, Clatsops, and several bands of Chinooks.

Like his legal work, Smith’s historical work emphasized Indigenous presence, activism, and claims to land in what had become Oregon. Smith inserted himself into OHS historical practice from the organization’s very beginning. In December 1899, he delivered a historical lecture on the first encounters between Clatsops and Europeans. He also published numerous essays in the Quarterly. White members of OHS expressed nothing but admiration and respect for Smith. After visiting with Smith in August 1899, for example, Himes declared him to be “a man of considerable force and much intelligence, and withal of excellent character and reputation.” Smith did not simply join OHS, he became a key, active player, incorporating a historical record of the Clatsop, one that included their perspective, into the society’s earliest historical collections and narratives. Smith’s work provided knowledge about Clatsop history to non-Natives and also helped to ensure that his people would have a visible place in Oregon in the future.

Notwithstanding Smith’s contributions and accomplishments, non-Native Oregonians frequently assessed Native knowledge of Oregon through the lens of racism. In a 1903 article published in the Quarterly, author John Minto opened by citing “a tradition among the Indians” that they had commonly used this pass until a conflict between the Molallas and Cayuses had eliminated the need to travel through the mountains. Minto disparagingly declared it surprising that they had not cited some “superstitious” reason for ceasing to use the path. After accompanying surveyors to the road, however, Minto changed his tone. In the end, he concluded that the discovery of “an old and deeply worn trail” at the site “gives some support to the Indian tradition.” Minto’s begrudging reflects the desire of OHS historical practitioners to understand and record the histories of the places they had seized through violence and now occupied as permanent residents. To know the past of Oregon’s landscapes required some dependence on Indigenous knowledge.

Other White Oregonians unequivocally privileged Native knowledge of their state over that of Whites. In Chapter 3 of his “Recollections” published in the Quarterly, Peter Burnett, former overlander and Oregon political leader, declared that when he first arrived in Oregon in 1843, he heard an Indian tradition that “a hundred years before the Cascades did not exist.” Rather, there had been a series of rapids on the Columbia River from The Dalles to the Cascades that had eventually backed up, causing the river to expand and cover ground that it had not before. To support the tradition, Burnett cited the appearance of trees partially covered by water. In the mid nineteenth cen-
tury, United States surveyor and explorer John Charles Frémont suggested that these stumps had slid into the river during a mountain slide, but Burnett disagreed with his assessment, declaring it “more rational” to agree that “the Indian tradition is true.”57 In coming to this conclusion, Burnett condoned Native authority in Oregon. While it is surprising that Burnett privileged the Native perspective over that of Frémont, this privileging is less surprising if we reclassify Indigenous people as locals and Frémont as an easterner who was simply passing through. While historians have tended to describe late-nineteenth-century easterners as more sympathetic to Native issues and White westerners as more opposed to them, in the case of quest for local identity and the creation of local history, White Oregonians could sometimes privilege “Indians” over Whites whom they perceived to be outsiders.58

The Indigenous people who participated in OHS historical practice had their own thoughts, of course, about OHS and the history its members were creating. Throughout the late nineteenth century, Native Oregonians received White visitors, answered their queries, accompanied them to identify places of interest to White Oregon history and, in some cases, performed songs for them. In settler-colonial Oregon, playing Indian for tourists as well as historical practitioners could help lead to economic solvency, whether through direct exchange of cash or through the accretion of social capital.59 At the same time, Indigenous participants also included their perspective in the creation of Oregon history.

This was likely the case for Tsin-is-tum and Michel Martineau. White Oregonians referred to Tsin-is-tum, who was of Clatsop descent, as Jennie Michel or “The Last Clatsop.” This term held attempts to confine Natives to the past, erasing their present and future. In labeling Native people “last of,” Whites declared themselves ascendant. In August 1899, Himes visited Tsin-is-tum and her husband, Michel, who was originally from Minnesota, was of Chippewa and French descent, and had been part of the fur trade in Oregon during the early nineteenth century. During the visit at their home, Himes asked the Martineaus to contribute to OHS historical materials by asking questions about their personal histories as well as Oregon history more generally. He also prevailed on “Michel to sing one of the old-time Canadian boat songs.”60 In his written account of these exchanges, Himes described himself as controlling the Martineaus’ contributions to OHS historical materials.

But surviving photographic evidence suggests that the Martineaus also shaped this historical exchange. After singing, Michel provided Himes with pictures for OHS collections. Approximately eight of these images are still held by OHS today. A search for “Martineau” returns nine images, but one of them is clearly not part of the original group. Of the eight images, four have been captioned by an OHS staff member or volunteer as depicting Jennie, “the last of the Clatsops.” This language attempted to portray Jennie as a type, a representative of her race rather than an individual. Yet, the images that Jennie and Michel gifted to Himes defy the idea of a disappearing Jennie. Evidently taken for personal purpose before they were gifted to OHS, the images (later re-cataloged as evidence of the “last Indian”) retain their humanity as personal, family mementos. They depict Jennie individually as well as with her husband and neighbors, Joe and Grace Swahaw and Jennie and Nina Lane.61 About halfway through the undated shoot, Jennie must have grown cold. Some of the images depict her in a floral dress with buttons down the front, typical of Oregon fashion amongst non-Natives as well, but others show her wearing the same dress with a sweater over the top.

The images of the multigenerational neighbor group also defy the idea of disappearing “Indians.” In one photograph, Jennie is seated on what appears to be the same log, now surrounded by younger residents of Indian Place near Seaside, Oregon. This group shot captures three generations of people with Native heritage (see p. 187). They gaze directly at the camera, captured in a moment in the yard of Jennie’s house: there is nothing about death or disappearance here. In the corner is a partial view of a dog, as one of the family pets evidently wandered into the shot while the people sat still to pose. Likely an accident, the mistake adds a bit of movement to what is otherwise a still image typical of those created during this period because of the technological limitations of the camera.62

It is not clear why Michel and Jennie would have given these private family photos to Himes. Perhaps Himes promised to preserve them for
Jennie shaped the society's historical practice in other ways as well. In the early twentieth century she worked alongside Smith and his mother Celiast to identify two key sites along the Lewis and Clark Trail: Fort Clatsop and the salt cairns where Lewis and Clark made salt to preserve their food before returning to the East. In their collaboration, Smith took on the role of interviewer and translator while his mother and Jennie served as primary informants. Celiast provided the first authoritative account of where Lewis and Clark made salt. Judge (and presumed OHS member) Thomas A. McBride accepted Celiast's story completely. He noted that he was not sure whether “she spoke from actual presence at that time or from common knowledge amongst the Indians,” but he did not question her authority or that of the other Native informants. Next Smith interviewed Jennie, who corroborated Celiast's identification of the salt-making location. In reaching out to Clatsops such as Jennie and Celiast, OHS leaders sought to mark the correct site for posterity. Yet in participating in the process of identifying these sites of American exploration, these Indigenous informants also claimed roles in OHS’s foundational historical practice.

That practice included marking the landscape itself, an activity in which the Smiths and Jennie also participated. Photographs of an official OHS visit to the site of Fort Clatsop and the salt cairns reveal the multiple, active roles the Smiths and Jennie played in identifying and marking these sites. One shows Silas pointing to the site of Fort Clatsop while Himes and OHS member Judge George Noland look on. By showing Silas pointing, the image imbues him with the authority of place knowledge. Photographs of Jennie and Silas at the Lewis and Clark salt works also link authority of place with Native knowledge. An image of Jennie standing next to the place of the salt-making and looking directly at the camera shows her marking the site with her body as Silas marked the site of Fort Clatsop with his finger. In another image, Silas sits on the remains of the salt maker’s oven. This image is held in OHS collections and was published in Olin D. Wheeler’s history of the Lewis and Clark trail. The administrative history of Fort Clatsop on the National Park Service’s (NPS) website credits Silas’s involvement but not Jennie’s. Moreover, the NPS narrative emphasizes the role that two White settlers played in identifying the site. Records at OHS, however, suggest that Silas and Jennie played a pivotal role in identifying and marking the salt works.

The work that Silas, Jennie, and Celiast did to mark the salt cairns is still commemorated today. When the Seaside Lions Club erected a plaque at the site in 1955, the group explicitly credited Jennie with identifying the location. Today, the website for the Lewis and Clark Trail also commemorates Silas and Celiast. White celebration of their role is, of course, circumscribed. But the fact remains that Jennie, Silas, and Celiast are visible in Oregon history to this day because of their participation in historical work at OHS during the beginning of the twentieth century. Their names and their faces are visible and accessible, signs of Native presence in the settler-colonial landscape. While historians have focused more attention on the 1905 Lewis and Clark Exposition — a temporary installation designed to attract and entertain visitors from around the globe — they should also turn attention to
the local places such as the salt works and Fort Clatsop, places that White Oregonians were able to mark and memorialize only because they solicited Indigenous participation.

Turning attention from such grandiose, dramatic gestures of empire as the Lewis and Clark Exposition to the inner workings, cluttered backrooms, and display areas of OHS has provided another perspective on the role of Indigenous and White people in the making of Oregon history at the turn of the century. Historians and members of OHS realized that their ability to preserve and collect the relics of Indigenous societies depended on talking with Natives and others. They did not simply erase the connections between people and objects, instead they lived in the contradiction that was the conceit of the Vanishing Indian. Namely, non-Native OHS members declared Indigenous people to be vanishing and past even as they depended on those same people — and their knowledge and material culture — to cement their own historic narrative and significance. During OHS’s early years, non-Natives’ historical practice intertwined themselves with Native Americans and métis people.

While OHS was initially crafted around the categories of Natives and non-Natives, OHS’s new permanent exhibit, Experience Oregon, displays Oregonians of a wide range of identities. Visitors to this exhibit would do well to remember how much has changed since OHS was founded in 1898. But they would also do well to think about how these contemporary displays were constructed and objects categorized. Too often, the making of museum meanings and other arenas of history are not socially transparent. Non-Natives depended on Native knowledge and objects to create their historical narratives and displays. Although they did not always see it this way, in the process of collecting, preserving, and displaying the texts and objects of Indigenous “traditions” and pioneer “history,” non-Native Oregonians inadvertently revealed the limits of their own categorical designations. We would do well to remember the same about our current categories.
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